Pride and Prejudice:
The Sequels Part II

Aylmer, Janet. 		

Darcy’s Story.

Becton, Jennifer. 		

Charlotte Collins.

Fairview, Monica. 		

The Darcy Cousins.

Hunt-Bonavia, D. 		

Pemberley Shades.

The reader gets to hear little of Fitzwilliam Darcy’s own thoughts
throughout Pride and Prejudice. This work attempts to give him his
own voice. Darcy initially finds himself underwhelmed by Hertfortshire society, but he does find himself entranced by Elizabeth Bennett’s fine eyes. After his disastrous proposal, Darcy returns to London to see his beloved sister and returns to Pemberley where things
begin to take a different turn.
Newly widowed Charlotte Collins ends up living in a cottage that
is part of Lady Catherine’s estate. Her younger sister Maria comes
to live with her since their elderly parents cannot participate fully in
the rounds of balls and parties. Charlotte agrees to act as Maria’s
chaperon. Charlotte finds herself the object of two men’s attentions,
and Maria pines for a suitor who seems to pay her little attention.
Will the sisters ever get the happy endings they so richly deserve?
Mr. Darcy’s American cousin Clarissa comes to England to make
her social debut alongside Georgiana. The adventure begins at Rosings where the two girls quickly form a close friendship. While visiting they meet some possible suitors. Shy, quiet Georgiana wants to
be more like her daring cousin, but learns that Clarissa’s bravery
is something of a front. Each girl must learn to be true to herself
to find happiness and love. A entertaining sequel from a different
perspective.
Notable for being the second sequel ever written to Pride
and Prejudice, this book offers a slightly gothic take on the classic.
Pemberley’s elderly rector dies, and Darcy must find a replacement.
He selects Stephen Acworth for the position. Unusual things start
happening, and Mr. Acworth may not be all he appears.
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Jeffers, Regina. 		

Darcy’s Passion.

Starting at Netherfield, this story presents Pride and Prejudice from Darcy’s perspective and fills in gaps in the original novel. Darcy finds himself drawn to Elizabeth Bennet, but her inferior connections do not make her the best match for the Master
of Pemberley. Elizabeth’s rejection of his proposal forces Darcy to
re-examine his priorities. He must decide if he wants to put social
status above matters of the heart.

Jeffers, Regina. 		

Darcy’s Temptation.

Darcy’s and Elizabeth’s story continues after the events in
Darcy’s Passions (sequel above). Elizabeth is pregnant with their
first child. Issues arise with a potential suitor of Georgiana’s, and
Fitzwilliam wants to reassure himself of her safety. He rides off
to meet someone who has more information. His carriage is attacked by highwaymen, and he is injured. Darcy is rescued by a
beautiful noblewoman. When he awakes in her home he does not
remember who he was. A fretful and pregnant Elizabeth grows
more concerned each day he is gone. Will he remember who he
was and return to his family?

Jeffers, Regina.		

The Phantom of Pemberley.

Darcy and Elizabeth have been happily married for one year.
One day while out riding Elizabeth’s horse is spooked by a strange
man who appears out of nowhere and disappears without a trace.
Rumors have circulated for years about the estate’s ghostly residents. Some unusual circumstances including a horrible blizzard
force the Master and Mistress of Pemberley to play host to a large
group of people including Lydia Wickham. The guests are trapped
until the storm stops. Mysterious happenings begin to occur and
then a murder. Is the legendary “Shadow Man” of Pemberley the
culprit or is the killer all too human?

Lathan, Sharon. 		

Mr. & Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy: Two
				Shall Become One.

Beginning immediately after their wedding, Darcy and Elizabeth go on the honeymoon and then return to Pemberley to being
their life together. They spend much of their time talking, and enjoying each other’s company. They take full advantage of the privacy offered to experience the more carnal delights of marriage.
Eventually Georgiana returns home just in time for the Christmas
holidays and her new sister’s friendship. The story, however, is not
without a villain. The Marquis of Orman has some less than honorable intentions.

Odiwe, Jane. 		

Mr. Darcy’s Secret.

Pierson, Allyn. 		

Mr Darcy’s Little Sister.

Shapiro, Juliette. 		

Mr. Darcy’s Decision.

Elizabeth Bennett is happily married to Mr. Darcy and is settling in
at Pemberley. Her sister in law Georgiana has formed a tendre for Mr.
Butler, who is making his way in the world designing gardens. Darcy,
however wishes Georgina to marry someone befitting her fortune
and station. Elizabeth does not agree. To celebrate the Christmas
holidays Elizabeth invites her family, the Gardners, and the Bingleys, to Pemberley for a visit. The spiteful Miss Bingley makes
some remarks about Christmas’ past. While looking for a book in
the library Elizabeth finds a packet of love letters written by Mr.
Darcy, except they were not addressed to her...
Darcy and Elizabeth are happily married and living at Pemberley. Georgiana Darcy envies her sister-inlaw’s ease in manner and conversation. Her involvement
with the notorious George Wickham has left Georgiana
unsure of herself socially. Captain Fitzwilliam comes to visit and
treats Georgiana like the child she was, which is no end frustrating. Readers get to watch her grown up, find love, and confidence.
A great read perfect for fans of Austen’s original works!
Darcy and Elizabeth are happily married and reminiscing
about their initial encounters and how those encounters fueled
their mutual attraction. They refuse to let their happiness be
disturbed by the cruel comments of Caroline Bingley and Lady
Catherine De Bourgh. Elizabeth discovers she is pregnant and
nothing could make them happier. The sudden reappearance of
Elizabeth’s sister Lydia threatens their happiness.

Simonsen, Mary Lydon. The Perfect Bride for Mr. Darcy.

As everyone knows in Pride and Prejudice Fitzwilliam Darcy meets Elizabeth Bennett, comes to admire her fine eyes and
sharp wit, and offers a disastrous proposal. This novel glides over
the events at the beginning and gets going after the proposal.
Anne de Bough, Lady Catherine’s invalid daughter and teams
up with Georgina Darcy to play matchmaker. The two scheme
to match Darcy with Elizabeth. A charming sequel! Austen fans
should make this a must read!

